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The process of gathering and associating data from multiple sensors or sub-detectors due to a
common physical event (the process of event-building) is used in many fields, including high-
energy physics and γ-ray astronomy. Fault tolerance in event-building is a challenging problem
that increases in difficulty with higher data throughput rates and increasing numbers of sub-
detectors. We draw on biological self-assembly models in the development of a novel event-
building paradigm that treats each packet of data from an individual sensor or sub-detector as if it
were a molecule in solution. Just as molecules are capable of forming chemical bonds, “bonds”
can be defined between data packets using metadata-based discriminants. A database – which
plays the role of a beaker of solution – continually selects pairs of assemblies at random to test
for bonds, which allows single packets and small assemblies to aggregate into larger assemblies.
During this process higher-quality associations supersede spurious ones. The database thereby
becomes fluid, dynamic, and self-correcting rather than static. We will describe tests of the self-
assembly paradigm using our first fluid database prototype and data from the VERITAS γ-ray
telescope.
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1. Introduction
Modern scientific research frequently produces vast amounts of data to package and process.
In high-energy physics and astrophysics data analysis is typically performed on two to three differ-
ent time scales: real-time analysis performed immediately, prompt analysis performed after several
hours or days, and offline analysis and reduction performed days or years later. Real-time analysis
requires event-building—the association of data packets from multiple detector components into
a coherent description of a physical event—to also occur in real time. This constraint competes
with the processing time required to detect and compensate for event-building errors arising from
hardware or software malfunctions or data bottlenecks. For large volumes of data rebuilding events
is impractical and faulty event associations become frozen into the archive.
We present here a fluid database designed to implement fault tolerance in event-building.
The need for real-time analysis (where speed is prioritized over accuracy) is accommodated by
permitting associations in the database to be tapped at an early stage. We also consider a prototype
implementation developed for a test-case from the VERITAS γ-ray observatory.
2. Fluid Database Concept
The fluid database concept draws on the idea of self-assembly, in which structures (assemblies)
are engineered via the random association of molecules in solution. Algorithmic self-assembly
models this process by a pool of abstract objects with simple bonding rules and repeated random
draws of pairs of assemblies from that pool [1]. Assemblies may be complete or partial, with the
smallest partial assembly being a single unbonded object. We extrapolate the abstraction further
by noting that these abstract objects can represent data packets rather than molecules in solution,
with metadata-based discriminants replacing a simplified model of chemical bonds. The fluid
database—which plays the role of a beaker of solution—continually selects pairs of assemblies
at random to test for bonds, allowing single objects and small assemblies to aggregate into larger
assemblies.
The self-assembly paradigm provides a natural, instrument-agnostic way of implementing
fault-tolerance. Fault tolerance typically consists of fault detection, fault identification, and fault
recovery. In conventional event-building, fault-identification initially takes place after the fact,
when problems with the data are recognized during data analysis or when the event-building pro-
cess crashes due to some more egregious error. Custom fault detection and recovery code is then
introduced into the event-building process in the form of special exceptions that recognize and ad-
dress the faults. This procedure does nothing to prevent the initial failures and leads to a laundry
list of exceptions embedded in the code. The fluid database, on the other hand, organically com-
bines fault identification, detection, and recovery for a broad range of potential faults. The key is to
correctly identify the metadata useful in associating the components of an event and to define the
bonding criteria to allow for a range of bond strengths. In this way, two data packets may associate
even if their metadata is not a perfect match. While some of these associations will be spurious,
with enough iterations the fluid database is self-correcting, with the higher-quality associations
superseding the spurious ones and data packets orphaned due to initially corrupt metadata being
subsequently recovered.
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Figure 1: General flow of data within the self-assembly framework. Black arrows show raw data flow, while
red arrows show metadata flow.
2.1 Tile Self-Assembly
As previously noted, we draw heavily on the concept of algorithmic self-assembly [1] in de-
veloping the fluid database concept, and in particular on tile self-assembly models, which abstract
molecules as square tiles interacting in a two-dimensional space. These tiles may translate freely
without rotating. The tiles are given “glues” on each side which are distinguished by means of
colors or labels; the glues are further distinguished by assigning glues a numerical strength. Two
tiles will interact if two sides with matching glues and sufficient strengths touch. In the simplest
self-assembly model, the abstract tile assembly model (aTAM), the assembly is given an ambient
“temperature” value. Bonds with strengths lower than this value are not allowed to form, while
bonds are permanent once formed. More sophisticated models introduce the concept of tiles de-
taching and reattaching from assemblies, allowing provisional bonds to be formed pending a better
match for that tile, and/or use global information about the geometry of the assembly. These types
of self-assembly allow for fault-tolerance to become a natural consequence of the assembly process
itself [2]. While the prototype fluid database described uses a more complex bond definition and
takes some liberties with the simple square tile geometry, the tile self-assembly models nonetheless
provide a valuable foundation for this work.
2.2 Fluid Database in Context
The fluid database is a random access database coupled to a continuously iterated process
driven by a good pseudo-random number generator. At each iteration two partial assemblies are
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randomly drawn and tested to see if they bond with one another and the database updated with
the resulting assembly(ies). Figure 1 places this in context of the entire data flow diagram for a
’generic’ telescope array. We consider here a use case where we partition the data into raw infor-
mation and a metadata component, with the raw information being stored in a separate telescope-
specific database. When a telescope data packet is stored, the specific quantities and features are
extracted, creating a much smaller metadata packet that can be transmitted to another location,
aggregated into event objects, and stored in an event database. The metadata packet also contains
an identifier that points to a raw data packet in the telescope database. When analysis software
(real-time or prompt) accesses an entry in the association database, the individual metadata pack-
ets within the association pull the raw data entries from the telescope databases to provide a full
event. This particular implementation reduces the storage and bandwidth requirements of the core
self-assembly process.
3. The VERITAS Test Case
The VERITAS array consists of four imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs),
each of which consists of 496 individually triggered pixels. Location and timing information from
the pixel-level (L1) triggers for each telescope is used to determine the telescope level (L2) trig-
ger. The central array (L3) trigger requires at least two L2 triggers consistent with the arrival of
Cherenkov light from the same shower in order to record an event. The L3 trigger sends to each
telescope a 48-bit serial stream containing the 32-bit event number, an 8-bit event type code, and an
8-bit ‘trigger mask’ [3]. The data recorded at each telescope is tagged by this 48-bit event mask as
well as a timestamp provided by a local GPS clock [4]. The raw data from all four telescopes and
the array trigger is shipped to an event-building process (Harvester) in five bunched streams with
a backup copy simultaneously recorded to disk. Ideally, event-building would be a fairly straight-
forward matter of matching event numbers, with the other quantities providing cross-checks on the
primary association.
The most common event-building failure mode in VERITAS arises from bitwise corruption
in the assigned event number during serial transmission. The most usual effect is that data from
one telescope is orphaned or attached to the wrong event. Corruption of other parts of the event
mask can also cause problems for the Harvester’s error-checking code. The timestamps themselves
have been known to develop problems, most notably variations due to thermal drift. These fail-
ure modes and their interactions make VERITAS an excellent small-scale test case for the fluid
database paradigm.
3.1 Assembling VERITAS data
A nominal, complete VERITAS shower event will consist of one raw data packet recorded
by each triggered telescope (a telescope event), plus an additional data packet recorded by the L3
trigger (an L3 event). Ideally, assembling the shower event requires that between two and four
telescope events all connect to each other and the L3 event. However, this proves to be difficult to
implement with the aTAM square-tile geometry.
We found the most obvious extensions of the square tile visualization scheme (such as allow-
ing the tiles to assemble in three rather than two dimensions) to be flawed and overly complex.
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These schemes also generalize poorly to the n-telescope case. The best option was an alternative
visualization scheme dubbed the tinker-toy model. Here the square tiles are replaced by individual
points in a two-dimensional plane, with an additional central point representing the array (L3) trig-
ger. (The location and spacing of these points need not correspond to the actual physical locations
and spacing of the telescopes in the array.) The bonds between the tiles are represented by line
segments connecting the points representing the individual tiles. Figure 3 uses this visualization to
depict the assembly process for a hypothetical assembly.
The tinker-toy model offers a more straightforward, easily generalized visualization of the
self-assembly process. It accommodates an arbitrary number of bonds between assembly compo-
nents and thus generalizes easily into the n-telescope case. It also demonstrably accommodates
heterogeneous data (i.e. packets from more than one source). The tinker-toy model also allows
for a natural implementation of the pre-seeding feature of the fluid database, discussed in section
4.2. Finally, the geometry of the assembly carries important information. As shown in Figure 3,
assemblies for which the primary metadatum is correct in all cases are planar. Assemblies that
contain a recovered packet with corrupt metadata will be three-dimensional.
4. Prototype Implementation
4.1 Fluid Database
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Figure 2: A simplified diagram of table relations within the PostgreSQL database. The connecting lines
indicate primary key (two lines) or foreign key (arrow) constraints, with the key in question indicated by
color as shown.
In our prototype implementation, the fluid database is built using PostgreSQL 9.4 [5], with
the PostGIS 2.1 extension [6]. This protocol allows us to treat the database both as a relational
database, where objects are linked by shared pairs of keys, and a spatial database, where objects
can be given a spatial location within the database. The addition of spatial properties to the data in
the tinker-toy model, combined with the tinker-toy architecture shown in Figure 3, allows spatial
queries to be used to check for pre-seeded assemblies prior to bonding and is also useful in mining
the database for quality statistics. Figure 2 shows how the relationships between tables are managed
by key relations to ensure that stored data can be retrieved quickly and with a minimum of overhead.
The raw data making up each packet recorded by the VERITAS telescopes is stored in an
event table. Each event entered into this table is automatically assigned a unique ID number,
which is used to associate it to the telescope that recorded the event via the event_telescopes
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table. This table, in turn, assigns a spatial location to the event via the telescope’s entry in the
telescope table. The event ID is also used to associate the event as a member of a specific
assembly, as recorded in the assembly table. Each assembly is also assigned a unique ID, and
this assembly ID is used to associate the assembly with the tile bonds that form it in the bond
table. This interconnectivity of tables, shown in Figure 2 ensures that the event table itself, which
stores the raw data, is kept safe and unaltered by the assembly process, and also ensures that the
final assemblies may be related back to their constituent events.
Modifications to the fluid database are managed by an external daemon process. This process
controls the database via SQL calls issued to the database using the libpqxx 4.0.1 [7] C++ API
for PostgreSQL. The daemon continually loops through the following functions: retrieval of the
state of assemblies stored in the database (including checking for recently-added data) and random
selection of an assembly pair. This pair is evaluated by bonding code, which updates the database
with the result. The continual monitoring of the state of the fluid database by the daemon allows
checks to be made on the progress of the assembly process and allows for users to “peek” in for
real-time or short-time data monitoring.
While the daemon is set up to mimic a Brownian bath process (molecules in solution meeting
and interacting) we find that we can achieve significantly faster time-to-convergence by introducing
three departures from pure randomness. First, we parallelize the random selection-bonding-update
portion of the cycle. Our prototype implementation is installed on a multi-node cluster, which
enables us to do this using a message passing interface library such as OpenMPI, and by using a
compatible parallel random number generator, in this case the Random123 library [8]. We plan
to keep the database coherent by using a very simple statement-based replication approach. Here
replication is defined to be the process of sharing transactional data to ensure consistency between
redundant database nodes. When an assembly is retrieved by the code for bonding, the daemon
places a temporary lock on the assembly ID to mark that the assembly is checked out, preventing
potential errors caused by multiple processes attempting to modify an assembly at the same time.
When the bonding calculation is complete, the assemblies are checked in and the temporary lock
is released. Second, we pre-seed the database by adding data to the database as part of preliminary
assemblies based on a single primary criterion (in this case an exact match of event number). Each
preliminary assembly has its full bond strengths evaluated at the time of storage. The diagram
in Figure 3 demonstrates how a pre-seeded preliminary assembly can interact with other assem-
blies in the database to produce final assemblies. Pre-seeding is advantageous as long as there is a
significant subset of perfect (all bonds at maximum strength and presumed correct) complete (all
expected metadata packets present) assemblies that can be created on the basis of the primary cri-
terion alone. A sample of raw data from three VERITAS runs indicates that this is the case: rates
of corrupted event numbers in raw data from three VERITAS runs were highly variable but ranged
from 50-700 incorrect event numbers per run out of several hundred thousand total events. Third,
we permit partial or complete precipitation of assemblies from the fluid database by reducing the
random draw probability in inverse proportion to the completeness and perfection of the assembly.
In terms of our fluid metaphor, this can be thought of as molecules formed in a solution precipi-
tating out to the bottom of the beaker. In terms of practical implementation, we add a weighting
function to the random number generator. In the test case currently under study, completeness of
the assembly is binary, since data from all telescopes and L3 should be recorded for every event.
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Figure 3: Left: Side-on view of two assemblies in the spatial database for the VERITAS test case, using the
tinker-toy model. X and Y coordinates in the spatial database identify specific data packets; Z identifies the
event number assigned each packet by the L3 trigger. Assembly A, which is perfect, lies purely in the z=100
plane as a result of pre-seeding with no errors in the primary metadatum. Assembly B does not. Right:
Sample self-assembly cycle for Assembly B, assuming late arrival of the L3 data packets and single-bit
corruption of the event number recorded by one telescope. Clockwise from upper left: top-down projection
of spatial database, showing the loci for the four telescope packets and the L3 packet (point 5); a preliminary
assembly at z=1000 (pre-seeded, no bonds) with 3 packets (filled black circles) at points 1-3; the partial
assembly with telescope-telescope bonds (solid blue); assembly with the L3 packet attached (dashed green
lines); another partial assembly at z=9192 with one packet at point 4 combines with the previous assembly
to form the final assembly, based on other metadata such as timestamp.
For any assembly that is both complete and perfect the probability of drawing that assembly is
dropped to zero; convergence may be further adjusted by tuning the probability of drawing com-
plete but imperfect assemblies. In a test case where completeness is not deterministic (i.e. only
data from telescopes with L2 triggers is read out) probability of drawing an assembly would be
suppressed (rather than zeroed out) in proportion to an estimated completeness probability. This
type of test case is easily simulated using the available VERITAS data. Algorithms for estimating
the completeness probability are under investigation.
4.2 Bonding Algorithm and Framework
A set of C++ classes, implementing metadata packets, bonds, and assemblies provides a gen-
eral and flexible framework for implementing the bonding algorithm. The chief function of this
code is to manage the creation, destruction, and definition of bonds, whose strength is calculated
as a real-valued function of the relevant metadata of the two bonded packets as well as global eval-
uations of an assembly’s quality. Weaker bonds can be replaced within an assembly by stronger
bonds from a newly merged assembly.
At the moment we are testing simple bond definitions based on low-level metadata (e.g. event
numbers, GPS timestamps), but work is being done in parallel to include features extracted from the
bulk data from the VERITAS cameras. Such criteria would add robustness to the bond definition in
cases where the low-level metadata are corrupt. Our focus in this area is on two classes of features.
The first general class is features with relations to physically meaningful data, such the energy
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or position of the incident γ-ray. For this class of features, we are evaluating feature extraction
methods ranging from classical linear prediction models to more advanced nonlinear tools such as
neural networks.
The second general class is motivated by analysis of intrinsic structure in the data, as well as
characteristics of the background and ambient noise. For this class of features, we are using array-
level simulations to identify these characteristics and develop a priority tree to determine when and
where these features can provide supplemental information on the bond strength.
5. Conclusions
We present here a preliminary, in-development prototype of the fluid database. We are in the
process of establishing its key performance benchmarks. Chief among these is the dependence of
the fraction of correctly-formed complete assemblies on the number of input events, the number of
flawed inputs, and elapsed time. Benchmarks are subject to the additional constraint that the fluid
database provide preliminary assemblies to the real-time analysis at a speed comparable to that of
the Harvester. Extensions of this approach to the generic n-telescope case have implications for
future Cherenkov observatories in particular and large sensor arrays in general.
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